A non-profit marine conservation organization comprised of thousands of recreational anglers and coastal outdoor enthusiasts.

The purpose of Coastal Conservation Association Maryland is to advocate for the health and sustainability of our marine resources and to conserve, promote and enhance the present and future availability of these public resources.

**Mission**
CCA MD is committed to enhancing the interaction, education and angling enjoyment of its members through events, tournaments, seminars and meetings. It is our resolute belief that an organization with a close-knit, well-informed and active membership can achieve profound results in conservation while cultivating the individual recreational success and enjoyment of its members.

**History**
CCA MD was formed in 1995 by 100 avid recreational anglers who were concerned about the lack of a strong conservation voice in striped bass fishery management policy. Since then, CCA MD has grown to more than 2,000 members and has achieved significant improvement in fisheries management policy, natural resource law enforcement, aquatic habitat restoration and enhancement, and natural resource conservation. CCA MD support comes from conservation-minded anglers of all kinds including those who troll, live-line, jig, crab, fly-fish, and guide professionally. CCA MD consists of a volunteer network anchored by chapters in Annapolis, Baltimore, Greater Washington, Kent Narrows, Mid-Eastern Shore, Pax River, Chestertown, Lower Shore and the Central Maryland Region.

**Recent Achievements**
- Promotion of a Conservation Based, Resource-First Management Approach
- Support for Science-Based Fisheries Management Policies
- Support for Local STEM Education Programs with Oyster and Habitat Curriculum, and Hands on Projects
- Enhancing Marine Habitat with Community Built Artificial Reefs
- Legislative Protections of the Chesapeake Wild Oyster Population
- Supporting the Passage of the 365 Day Recreational Fishing License Bill

WWW.CCAMD.ORG
PO BOX 309 | ANNAOLIS, MARYLAND 21401 | INFORMATION@CCAMD.ORG
MEMBERSHIP OPTIONS

$35 STANDARD MEMBER
• One-year subscription to TIDE Magazine
• Set of CCA and fish decals

$20 ASSOCIATE MEMBER
*Can only be purchased for a spouse/family member living in the same household with a current CCA member.
• Set of CCA and fish decals

$10 YOUTH MEMBER (17 & UNDER)
• One-year subscription to RISING TIDE Magazine
• Rising Tide Member decal and fish decals

$50 CONSERVATION MEMBER
• STANDARD MEMBERSHIP benefits PLUS
• $20 donation to CCA’s marine habitat project
• Exclusive Conservation Member decal

$100 PRINT MEMBER
• STANDARD MEMBERSHIP benefits PLUS
• Choice of one Limited Edition Conservation Print

$1,000 LIFE MEMBER
• STANDARD MEMBERSHIP benefits PLUS
• Lifetime subscription to TIDE Magazine
• Exclusive Life Member decal
• Choice of one Limited Edition Conservation Print
• A distinctive crystal display piece

MEMBER BENEFITS:
Chapter events, meetings, seminars, entertainment, banquets, mixers, social contact, fishing tournaments, Angler’s Rights, angler and conservation interaction, political action, timely news updates, and tackle shop discounts.

Through broad-based support; a strong legal and legislative presence; decades of experience; and an unwavering vision for the future of U.S. and global marine resources, CCA battles for the sustainable health of our coastal fisheries and for recreational fishing interests.

YES, SIGN ME UP FOR AN ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP!

I want to support CCA’s important work for marine conservation.

☐ $35  ☐ $50  ☐ $100  ☐ Other __________

Please fill out your membership information, & mail to the address below, or sign-up online TODAY!

NAME

ADDRESS

EMAIL

☐ Check (not.______)  ☐ Money Order
☐ MasterCard  ☐ Visa  ☐ Discover  ☐ Amex

Card #: __________
Exp. Date: __________

6919 Portwest Drive, Suite 100, Houston, TX 77024
800.201.FISH  |  WWW.JOINCCA.ORG